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Kia kaha, Kia māia, Kia manawanui | Be strong, be brave, be steadfast
Rudi’s Weekly Report.
Kia ora koutou

The tragic events from last week have
hurt and severely affected a number
of students and colleagues, we can
take solace on the fact that our entire
City has rallied together in support
of our friends, colleagues and family. Our values and bonds that bring
us together as a community will only
grow stronger from this. Indeed, the
University held a vigil on Monday to
demonstrate our support for our Muslim community.
As you might also have noticed a
number of our colleagues are wearing
a headscarf as a symbol of harmony
and solidarity. The Chemistry Society
(ChemSoc) is organising a postgraduate tea on Monday at 10.30 am in the
5th floor tearoom of ER – everyone is
welcome to attend.
If you need further support, we are
here to help. Please don’t hesitate
to contact me or the school office.

Alternatively, the University has other
support information - - https://intranet.
canterbury.ac.nz/hr/staff-support/
On other news, I would like to formally welcome Dr. Anthea Lees and
Dr. Nathan Alexander into the School.
Anthea is taking on the role of Laboratory Coordinator, whilst Nathan is
the new Laboratory Manager. Welcome join me on welcoming them
to the School – they are an awesome
addition to the School, and they have
already started making a big impact in
our teaching labs.
This week, we also have some very interesting lectures from Professor Mark
DiStefano on protein prenylation
and from Dr. Jeanette Woods on how
industry and academia can collaborate
on the drug discovery process.
Please don’t forget, that our new VC,
Professor Cheryl de La Rey will be

visiting the School
on the 29th of
March at 10 am
(ER140) – everyone is welcome to
attend!
On building matters, there continues to be progress on both ER and
BT. Sharlene is doing a stocktake of
where thesis students and postdocs
are currently sitting to make a plan for
decanting West. Please see email sent
out and enter the info into the google
document.
Finally, we would like to finish by
congratulating our Cambridge Fellow
Dr. Tom Bennett and his fiancée on
their engagement! Congratulations!
We are all very happy for you both!
Have a great weekend, and hope that
you get a chance to relax and catch
your breath.

SPCS Te Kura Matū Seminar Series
Friday 22nd March 2019 12:00
West 701
Drug discovery and development,
how can academia contribute?
Dr Jeanette Wood
Novartis, Pfizer
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Wednesday, 27th March 2019 12:00
West 701
The UN 17 Sustainable Development Goals and the Role of Chemistry

Friday,29th March 2019 11:00
West 701
The ninth in a series of joint school
seminars showcasing SPCS research

Prof Thisbe K. Lindhorst

Dr Mark Aartsen
Associate Professor Greg Russell

Visiting Academic, Christiana Albertina University of Kiel

School of Physical and Chemical
Sciences @UC
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Christchurch Terrorist Attack 15th March 2019
The University of Canterbury community held a vigil on Monday – Band Together – a stand of solidarity and inclusiveness to support our Muslim students and staff.
As a university community we came together to extend our solidarity and support and to condemn the attacks on
Mosques in Christchurch on 15 March.
The full video of the vigil on campus can be found on here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_vHMSyJA9Q
Staff Support - Practical Resources has information about finding support for yourselves and your students.
Below are some photos of the Kia Kaha memorial on C block lawn.
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Health, Safety and Wellbeing

Richard Hartshorn

“Hey, let’s be careful out there.”

2019 Health & Safety Training

Encouraging everyone to participate
in hazard identification is an important
part of a positive health and safety
culture.

March 2019
Thurs 21 March Workplace H&S Risk

Richard has a box of chocolate fish
that will be used as rewards for those
spotting new things or near misses…
just come and see him, or Matt, and/or
enter it into the RMSS.

		

25 & 26 March
		

April 2019
Mon 15 Apr

Assessment
Health & Safety Rep
(initial training)

First Aid Revalidation

May 2019
Wed 1 May
Wed 22 May

Risk Management
First Aid Revalidation

June 2019
Tues 11 June
Mon 24 June

First Aid Revalidation
Field Activities

July 2019
Fri 12 July
Fri 19 July
		

First Aid Revalidation
Fire Extinguisher &
Evacuation

The full list and information about
registering for a course is on the H&S
intranet.

Career move: Associate Professor Alex Nielsen
David Wiltshire

UCGo is here! UCNews

UCGo is here! Our new mobile app
will help students organise and manage their day-to-day study by bringing
together tools they use every day such
as LEARN, student email and their
individual timetables.
Staff will be able to access information
including student support services and
security on campus, as well as RecCentre class timetables, campus maps,
key UC dates and student notices.
Download the app and log in using
your staff or student login details.
UCGo is free and available in both
the iTunes App Store and Google Play
now – simply search UCGo.
Find out more about the app and see
answers to frequently asked questions
here

Astronomy Picture of the Day
https://apod.nasa.gov/apod/

Alex Nielsen and Kahae Han who both
gained their PhDs in the Department
of Physics and Astronomy in the mid
2000s will be moving from Hannover,
Germany to Norway, with their 3-year
old daughter, in June.
In Germany Alex had been working as
a senior scientist at the Albert Einstein
Institut for several years, modelling
sources of gravitational waves and then
analysing the discovery data.
In Norway he will be taking up a position as Associate Professor in the Department of Mathematics and Physics at
the University of Stavanger.

Star Trails and the Equinox Sunrise
Image Credit & Copyright: Juan Carlos Casado (TWAN, Earth and Stars)

Alex Nielsen gained his PhD in the Department of Physics
and Astronomy in the mid 2000s

Star Trails and the Equinox Sunrise
Stars trail and the Sun rises in this
night and day composite panorama
made on March 19. The view looks
toward the eastern horizon from La
Nava de Santiago, Spain.
Read more about this image at https://
apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap190321.html
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The New Zealand Aerospace Challenge 2019 Roadshow
Develop a product or service that
detects, monitors or measures water
or soil pollution using the very latest
satellite and UA (Unmanned Aircraft)
technology

highly anticipated field of research and izen with the intent of further developdevelopment.”
ing the solution within New Zealand.
Applications may be submitted by
The event will appeal to those from
individuals and/or teams.”
the science, research, technology,
innovation and education eco-systems For complete information refer to
Date: Monday, 8th April
and those with a passion in agricultur- Website URL: www.nzaerospaceTime: 12:15pm – 12:45pm (30mins) al technology and sustainability. This challenge.com
Location: John Britten Foyer, UC
Challenge is open to anyone residing
in New Zealand or a New Zealand citCome to hear about this exciting
challenge and to have an opportunity
to ask your questions from challenge
organizers.
“The winner of the challenge will
receive a cash prize of $30,000, access
to co-working space, start-up advisory
support in Christchurch and access to
Airbus satellite data.”
This challenge which was launched
on March 8 “will recognise one of the
biggest issues facing the agricultural
sector – sustainability.” New Zealand,
with its rich history of innovation and
agriculture, has the opportunity to lead
the rest of the world in this exciting
and important field. The winner of the
New Zealand Aerospace Challenge
2019 will be at the forefront of this

Get in Your Element!
Richard Hartshorn

2019 is the International Year of
the Periodic Table, and IUPAC has
produced a Periodic Table Challenge
activity for students and scientists
around the world.
You can find it at: https://iupac.
org/100/pt-challenge/.
You might like to have a go yourselves, or to put it in front of your
classes.
Share your experiences on social
media using #PeriodicTableChallenge
or #iupac100.
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Christchurch South Island Roadshow event
Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment
There is a free event in Christchurch
on the 28th March to talk about the
upcoming changes to the SI base units
and the highlight the importance of
precision measurement.
We will have quite a few of our measurement scientists on hand to speak to
any of the attendees and there is drinks
and nibbles available afterwards.
Christchurch SI Roadshow event will
take place at Ministry of Business,
Innovation and Employment, 161
Cashel Street, Thursday 28 March
2:30pm-5:30pm. The programme of
speakers will give you an update on
all the changes to the SI units, as the
remaining units move to a fundamental constant of nature, and you will
also hear about the future direction of
measurement in New Zealand and the
impacts of the changes to the SI base
units to the aviation industry.
Academic level presentation
There will be an academic presentation on the redefinition of the SI
base units that could be delivered at
Canterbury University on the morning
of the 28th of March – 10-11 West
701.

Early career scientists and students
There will be a student lunch where a
couple of the young SL scientists will
be available to speak with the students
and talk about their career and discuss
the opportunities they took for a life
after university – 28th of March
Location: 12-1 pm in Erskine 235.
National measurement competition
To assist in the promotion of the event,
we have produced a measurement
competition video – The definition
of the kilogram is changing, can you
guess how far a Common Wealth Gold
Medallist can throw away a NZ 1 kilogram mass standard? Enter your best
calculated guess here.
List of MSL staff and scientists attending the event (so far)
Kevin Gudmundsson – MC
Lenice Evergreen – Length
Peter Saunders – Temperature
Farzana Masouleh – Humidity
Yin Hsien Fung – Mass & Pressure
Jeremy Lovell-smith (potential) –
humidity
Neil Swift (potential) - light

Since the 19th century, scientists have based their definition of
the fundamental unit of mass on a physical object — a shining
platinum-iridium cylinder stored in a locked vault in the bowels of
the International Bureau of Weights and Measures (BIPM) in Sevres,
France.

How far can ,Commonwealth Games gold medalist, Juliia Ratcliffe
throw a NZ 1 kilogram mass standard? Enter your best calculated
guess at measurement.govt.nz

SI Roadshow Christchurch Programme
Thursday 28 March, 2:30 pm - 5:30 pm
Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment, Level 2, 161 Cashel Street, Christchurch
2:30 pm

Arrival Tea and Coffee

3:00 pm

Welcome and Opening
Presenter: Kevin Gudmundsson, Manager Mass and Length Quantities, Measurement
Standards Laboratory of New Zealand
Cheese, Platinum, and Fundamental Constants – what is the SI revision all about?

3:10 pm

Worldwide agreement on units of measurement has brought us freedom to trade and
innovate as well as supported improved wellbeing and trust. So why are we changing
things up now and what does the revision of the International System of units promise for
the future?
Presenters: Dr Peter Saunders, Dr Farzana Masouleh
Measuring Success: Metrology for a Sustainable and Prosperous New Zealand

3:50 pm

Metrology is moving into a period of rapid innovation driven by increased client
expectations and emerging sensor technologies. This talk highlights some of these
exciting developments and argues that a world-class metrological infrastructure is key
not only to New Zealand's prosperity but to a sustainable, innovative and equitable
future.
Presenter: Associate Professor Amy Fletcher, University of Canterbury
4:10 pm

SI Redefinition – an industry perspective
As Corporal Jones (Dad’s Army) would have said – don’t panic! This is one of those rare
changes that will only have an upside for industrial users of metrology.
Presenter: Geoff Clark, Production Leader, Air NZ Calibration Services

4:30 – 5:30 pm

Networking hosted by the Metrology Society of Australasia

Please click here to register for the Christchurch SI Roadshow
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Karen Pollard and the Music of the Stars Aayushi Verma

Learn more about Dr Karen Pollard, Professor of Astronomy at the University of Canterbury!

Origins and early influences
Karen started her astronomical journey
at a young age. Born in Christchurch,
New Zealand, Karen has lived here
for most of her life. She was a creative child who loved reading fantasy,
sci-fi and astronomy books, doing art,
playing the recorder, writing stories,
and doing math. Being very inspired
by reading books about astronomy,
Karen wanted to be an astronaut right
from an early age. Even though she
has motion sickness, she still aspired
to do science as a career!
One of Karen’s favourite astronomy
books as a child, ‘The Junior True
Book of Moon, Sun and Stars’.
When she was about nine years old,
Karen wanted a telescope and asked
her parents about getting one. Her
wish was granted and she got a little
telescope in her stocking for Christmas, that her parents had found at a
garage sale. Karen was thrilled with
her telescope and used it to observe
objects like the moon, the naked-eye
planets: Jupiter and its moons, Saturn
and its rings, star clusters like Omega
Centauri, and even binary stars like
Alpha Centauri! Once, she even got
up at 4am (and got her family up too)
to observe Halley’s Comet.
Karen’s first telescope, a little 30mm
zoom 10x – 30x telescope.
Throughout the rest of her childhood
and teenage years, Karen had plenty
of astronomical influences to keep her
inspired and motivated. For instance,
during her childhood/teenage years,
the Voyager I and II spacecraft were
travelling through the solar system,
and she pinned several posters of the
Voyager images all over her bedroom.
In addition, she was fascinated and
inspired by Carl Sagan’s TV series
‘Cosmos: A Personal Voyage’ and the
BBC radio show ‘The Hitch-Hikers
Guide to the Galaxy’, which motivated her and inspired her passion in
astronomy, and space in general.

Dr Karen Pollard is an Associate Professor of Astronomy at the University of Canterbury in New Zealand. She is also the Director of
the University of Canterbury Mount John Observatory, and her research interest is stellar evolution and pulsating stars.

“The cosmos is also within us.
We’re made of star stuff. We are
a way for the cosmos to know
itself.” – Carl Sagan
Karen’s favourite quote from ‘Cosmos: A Personal Voyage’.

At high school, Karen was not just
enjoying her studies in science, maths
and writing, she was also very involved in her school community and
participated in a lot of sports. She
was in the first teams for athletics,
cross-country, road racing, soccer, basketball and cricket. After high school,
Karen decided to study towards an
engineering intermediate degree at
the University of Canterbury (UC)
because she enjoyed physics, maths
and chemistry and wanted to keep her
options open.

One of Karen’s favourite astronomy books as a child, ‘The Junior
True Book of Moon, Sun and Stars’.

Read the entire article on the UC
science blog page https://blogs.canterbury.ac.nz/science
One of Karen’s favourite posters was the image of Saturn from
Voyager II. Image source: NASA.

Aayushi Verma
https://awesomecosmos622671215.wordpress.com
Aayushi is a second-year student studying astrophysics at
the University of Canterbury.
She is very passionate about astrophysics and wants to
promote her love of the cosmos to others!
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Library News John Arnold
Recently Seen on the Web

“I Can Get Any Novel I Want in
30 Seconds:” Can Book Piracy Be
Women in Chemistry (Science History Stopped? (The Guardian)
Institute)
http://bit.ly/2TNwv9D
http://bit.ly/2TXgU6g
On the lighter side…
What Are the Challenges for FirstYear Core Science Courses? (SciDilbert Comic Strip on 2019-03-03
blogs)
(Dilbert by Scott Adams)
http://bit.ly/2EZt5J9
http://bit.ly/2Jnrfo5
Why I Quit Twitter (The Chronicle of
Higher Education)
http://bit.ly/2ENBzQh

Monkey (Saturday Morning Breakfast
Cereal)
http://bit.ly/2HEueXn

Facebook, Google and Others Join
the Trust Project, an Effort to Increase
Transparency around Online News
(TechCrunch)
http://tcrn.ch/2hSsezU

Fresh (Saturday Morning Breakfast
Cereal)
http://bit.ly/2qTZCGG

The Internet Apologies— (Select All,
NYMag)
https://slct.al/2J3OUFe
Scientists on Twitter: Preaching to the
Choir or Singing from the Rooftops?
(Simon Fraser U)
http://bit.ly/2L2K3JZ
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Library Liaison Officer for
Chemistry
Assoc. Prof. Greg Russell
http://bit.ly/2SvmiJd

Library Liaison Officer for
Physics and Astronomy
Dr Chris Gordon
http://bit.ly/2SvV45p
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